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Abstract
I will present an overview of the present state of the art of laboratory
measurements of the dissociative recombination of molecular ions with
electrons. Most work has focussed on obtaining rates and their temperature
dependence, as these are of primary interest for model calculations of iono-
spheres. A comparison of data obtained using the microwave afterglow
method, the flowing afterglow technique, and the merged beam technique
shows that generally the agreement is quite good, but there are some serious
discrepancies, especially in the case of H3÷recombination, that need to be re-
solved. Results of some earlier experimental work need to be reexamined in
the light of more recent developments. I intend to point out such cases and
will present a compilation of rate coefficients that have withstood scrutiny.
Recent advances in experimental methods, such as the use of laser-in-
duced fluorescence, make it possible to identify some neutral products of
dissociative recombination. I will briefly review what has been done so far
and what results one might expect from future work.
Itecombin_ationratesand theirdeDendence on temoerature.
Traditionally,much ofthe experimentalwork on dissociativeelec-
tron-ionrecombination,i.e.a processofthetype AB ++ e ....>A + B,
has focussedon measurements ofrecombinationratesand theirdependence
on electrontemperature.Experimentaltechniquesareeitherofthe "swarm"
type (microwave afterglowplasmasl,flowingafterglowplasmas? orshock
tubes3)orthey make use ofsinglecollisiontechniques(merged beams4 and
iontrapsS),in most cases,the agreement ofresultsobtainedby different
methods isfairlygood,asmay be seeninTable Iwhich containsa substan-
tialsubsetofknown recombinationcoefficients.The, historicallyoldest,
microwave-afterglowtechnique,developedby BiondiI,has contributedpos-
siblythe largestdatabase,but ithas been discoveredrecentlythatthe
heatingofelectronsby applicationofmicrowave fieldscan be complicatedin
presenceof molecularadditivesinthe plasma afterglow6.The remarks
enteredinTable Ipointout caseswhere some revisionsmay be required.In
severalinstances,thecomplicationshave been taken intoaccountadequately
(e.g.NO +,02+)and the agreement among differentmethods isvery good.A
problem islikelytoexistinthe measurements of water and ammonia
clusterions.While no detailedcalculationshave been carriedout,thereisa
strongsuspicionthattheobserved lackofa variationofthe recombination
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coefficient with electron temperature was due to a strong reduction of the
electron temperature resulting form inelastic collisions of electrons with
water or ammonia molecules. The large 300 K values of ¢_should be correct,
however.
The history of the measurements of the H3+ recombination coefficient
is rather complicated. A short time ago, it appeared to this author that the
issue had been settled 7 and that the very small recombination rates found
by the FALP technique 8 should be accepted, but new experimental data by
Amano9 seem to suggest that the recombination rates are not as small as the
FALP data. Theoretical calculations 10clearly support the small values. In
view of the importance of the H3+ ion, more experimental work is needed to
resolve the problem.
Table I. Experimental data on electron-ion recombination coefficients ¢ (T).
Temperature exponent x defined by ¢x(T) = ¢x(300 K) (T/300)-x. Abbrevia-
tions of experimental methods: mwa-ms = microwave afterglow-mass spec-
trometer, mwa= microwave afterglow. MB=merged beam. FALP+ Howing-
afterglow-Langmuir-probe. Trap-ion trap. Remarks. {A}: no revisions
required. {B}: x is more likely to be about 0.5. {C}:finding of x=0 may have
been caused by lack of electron heating in the experiment. {D}: Absolute
value of a may be too high as a result of impurity ions in the afterglow. {E}:
(_ should be reduced by factor of two (Mitchell, private comm.). {F}: Ions
were vibrationaUy excited. {G}:believed to refer to ions in v-o vibr. state.
Ion _ (300 K) [cm31s] x Temp. K Method Remarks Ref.
NO+
N2•
4.3 [-7] 0.38 300-4,600 mwa-ms II
4.2 [-7] 0.9 200-600 FALP 12
2.3 [-7] 0.5 > I0,000 MB 13
4.3 [-7] 0.85 300-5,000 trap 14
4.4 [-7] 0.75 300-4,500 mwa-ms {A} 15
1.8 [-7] 0.39 300-5,000 mwa-ms {A} 16
3.5 [-7] 0.5 300-I0,000 MB (E} 13
2.2 [-7] -- 300 mwa-ms {F} 17
1.78 [-7] 0.37 700-200 shock tube 3
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Table I continued
Ion g (_ K) [cm31s] x Temp. K Method Remarks Ref.
2 .
HCO"
1.95 [-71
1.95 [-71
1.95 [-7]
2.3 [-7]
2.3 [-71
1.7 [-71
"3.5 [-7]
<2 [-8]
1.8 [-71
2.0 [-7]
1.1 [-7]
2.4 [-7]
0.7 300-1200 mwa-ms {A}
0.56 1200-5,000 mwa-ms
0.7 200-600 FALP
0.66 200-5,000 trap
0.5 300-I0,000 MB
30O
1.0 500-3000
0.5 0.0 I-0.7 eV
-- 95,3OO
I 300, 205
-0.8 300, 95
0.69 293- 5500
16
12
14
13
mwa-ms (D) is
•mwa-ms {D) t9
MB {F) 20
FALP {G} 12
afterglow
{A}mwa-ms
FALP
mwa - ms {A}
21
8
22
H30"-(H20) 2.5[-6]
H30"-(H20)23.0[-6]
H30"-(H20)3 3.6[-6]
H30"-(H20)4-5 [-6]
H30"-(H20)5-5 1-6]
NH4"-(NH3) 2.82 [-6]
NH4".(NH3) 2 2.68 [-6]
NH4".(NH3)3-3 [-6]
NH4"-(NH3)4-3 [-6]
N2"N2 1.4 [-6]
CO'CO 1.3 [-6]
C0.(C0)2" 1.9 [-6]
02"02 4.2 [-6]
0.08 300-8000 mwa-ms
0.08 300-8000 mwa-ms
0 300-8000 mwa-ms
0 300-8000 mwa-ms
0 300-8000 mwa-ms
0.174 300-3000 mwa-ms
0 05 300-3000 mwa-ms
0 200 mwa-ms
0 200 mwa-ms
0.41 300-6000 mwa-ms
0.34 300-4000 mwa-ms
-0 300-I000 mwa-ms
0.33 I000-2000 mwa-ms
0.48 143-5500 mwa-ms
{c}
{O
{c}
{c}
{O
(c}
{c}
(c}
(c}
{B}
{B}
{B}
{B}
(A}
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Products of dissociative recombination
While the question of the rates of dissociative recombination can be
regarded as reasonably well settled except for some important ions, the state
of the art of determining the neutral products of dissociative recombination
of polyatomic ions is far less well developed. Important progress has been
made, especially by the Birmingham group who have developed laser-
induced fluorscence techniques to quantitatively determine neutral products
of dissociative recombination 27. The technique has been successfully applied
to the ion HC02". A similar experimental method, which also uses a flow tube,
is presently being developed at the University of Pittsburgh. A related
problem is that of determining the excited states of the neutral products of
recombination of diatomic ions. Using vacuum uv absorption techniques,
Rowe 28 has successfully detected metastable products of the recombination
of N2÷and 02 ÷.
It appears likely that we will see considerable further progress in
the area of measuring neutral products of recombination, but such work is
far more difficult than measuring rate coefficients. In order to take advan-
tage of these developments for planetary atmosphere modelling, it will be
important to identify ions that are relevant to planetary atmospheres, and to
establish cooperations between experimentalists and modelers.
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